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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this newsletter, published six times
yearly during Western Michigan University's (WMU) fall and winter
semesters, is to provide a forum for the exchange of information
about instruction at the university. The first of six issues
collected here looks at the contribution and role of adjunct
professors. This issue includes a list of questions to help
departments better welcome the adjuncts as colleagues, an essay on
being a good teacher, and a brief article on the benefits of having
these part-time professionals on campus. The second issue focuses on
textbook selection and offers a selection checklist as well as
discussion. An issue on helping students get the most out of
textbooks covers learning to read actively, strategies for motivating
students, an annotation strategy, and reading techniques. The fourth
issue, on transfer stc7.tnts and their needs, looks at WMU services
for these students, provides a faculty checklist of ways to help, and
concludes by printing some of the transfer students' own suggestions
on how to succeed at WMU. Seven principles for good practice in
undergraduate education are the subject of the next-to-last issue.
Those principles include encouraging student-faculty contact,
encouraging cooperation among students, encouraging active learning,
giving proapt feedback, emphasizing time on task, communicating high
expectations, and respecting diverse talents and ways of learning.
rie final issue discusses the usefulness of feedback about classroom
learning. Each issue also includes references. (JB)
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Faculty Information Needs Checklist
1.

What are the names of the depatment chakpersork dean, and director and other officials? Who
is the departmental secretary?

2.

Are alders terns cons3leted kxofficial employment? (Ws demoralizing when an spaded paycheck doesn't aTise.)

3.

4.

8.

How do I get materials on reserve at the library?
What is the Mxary chedc-out poicy for students?
WM the library keep personal material on reserve
for nry class? What lixary privileges do I have?

expected to attend? How much advanced notice
are they given? If the meeting is held during the
regular working day when most adjunct professors hem other obligati:ins, can adjurcts receive
the materials and a summary at some later tirne?

9.

What bstrucb"xial support aids are avalable?

Is there a departmental course syllabus, course

10. Is there a departmental andfor college amen-

!Mersa pre4erm faculty meeting? Are Wrenn

outline, or statement of goals and objectives
amiable for the course? Mat are the expoctalions abate personalizina the course? How much
freedom does the adjunct professor have?
5.

the sane ted? Doesthe bookstore have enough
copiesolthe requiredled form/ dass? Vihatare
the bookstore policies?

Are there prepared departmental handouts? Is
there departmental policy on the amount of copyirig that can be done for handouts? How do you

prepare a course pack?
6.

Are them prepared departmental tests?

7.

Where is and how do I get wimpy °lithe tact and
the supportive materials for teaching the class?
Whoselectedthis book? Areothersections using

Help in Writing
The Academic Skis Centerollerslutoring in writing
forundagraduale students only. The Writing lab is

located kr 1039 Moore Hal. Students may be
referred for writing he in two different ways: a

How do I order an overhead projector? How can

I gettransparencies made? Isere's alikn ibrary?

How much lead time shoukl I alow for such
orders?
dance or taniness poicy?
11. is there anything special aboutthe term calendar

I should know? Does homecoming cancel
&mass? Are there College meetings that students nenV attend?
12. When are grades due at the University? Who do
I torn my grades into? How and when do the
students receive the grades?
13. Is there acollege ordepartmental gracing policy?
14. Is there a student evakration of instruction in this

course? Do I have a sample copy of the form?
Should I expect to get feedback?
15. How do I get a parking sticker?
16. Are there electronic communication systems I
can join?

professor referral or sell referral The referral may
result in a regular one- to two-hour-a-week tutoring
session or a drop-in session. However, students
should be aware that appointments must be made
a week in advance for drop-in sessions. Tutoring is
available from September 14b December 4. Tutors
can wok with students on redrafting papers for any
class.

Gnaw,
(1989)DaGitiniartieSILABMEMhz
faigaleatsrs, (Revised Ed.) Cleveland Ott INFO-

The lab hours are 8:00 am to 8:00 pm Monday

Gates, D. (1990b) AllaoilksiLforidelostlealLlialLF- :

through Thursday and 800 am to 590 pm on

References

TEC, Inc.

Gm yk D. (1 9904 liadiOallataltranaltdidiliftal

Admilfatatz, Maitland Olt INFO-TEC. Irc.

oy and Teachers el Adds, (2nd Ed.). Cleveland OH:
INFO-TEC. Inc.

Friday.

If you have any questions, call 387-4442.
StOtimber 19 92
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On Being A Good Teacher
by
Wiliam F. Morrison
Today I have the sane conceals which I fetwhen
meeting mylirstdasseirtrthreeyears ago.Too alien
we love why we are teaching. Someimes we 4orget
to center our cancans slain...Vidal.
The student rightfuly expects a teacher to know

the sultjUct matterof his or hercourseitshould bear
primary task s° she our lenowledge velh the student.
The teacher must josgie the student. Should the day
come when I lose ay enthusiasm in the classroom I
must slop teaching.

A teacher must ::ways be wet prepared. This
means not merely knowing tisiher subject but also
berg sure the material is current. One concern is to
make anaderly arrangementof discourse raiherthai
to skip from subject to subject. Sometimes this is
difficult. Warmed-over material repealed semester
alter SerneSWX is boring. twit be greased with groans

bythesiudents. Class notes should beciecaded each
semester so new notes wit be used in future classes.

Show interest fa each student and higher conavailable. Be sincere when you
cerns. 'take you
irate them to visit with you in your dice. Post your
°Rm hours each semester. Be on time and taithlully
adhere to your sdiedule to the best of your ablity.
NOW icespetthe reason you areleading isbecaustof
the student. Put the student at ease in the dassroorn
and also in dice visits. Never forget a idle humor is a
valuable tool

You MON assume as I have done that the studut
knows certain basics of yoursubjectmatter. This is not
always the case. Encourage the student to ask questions. Answer each question plaidy with courtesy

tailed 'flhe Campus Course" He assigned books to

be read on various subjects,such as political salaam
history. the sciences. ad. etc- Each week Professor
Shardxsugh would invite one outstanding person in

hisiher field to speak to the class. Sandimes the
guest speaker was a professor; olhertings he would
invite paling* leaders in science and industry.
What a tvordedul course tNs was for over two kindred and illyketurale adores. Each dass was pure

excitement, The memory of Ihis class oil remain wilh

me always.
A professor shoukl expect and demand respect
kom emery sludge. Intum the Adel can expectlhe
sane tom the guinea% Foul lawage has no place
in auriversity. Being loud and talkalire in adasgoom
is eruptive and cannot be tolerated. Present your
materiel on a schedule. End dosses promptly. When

you agree to do something for a sexiest such as
writing a Ismer of mcommendatior' I. 00

To be a satisfied teacher you !TIMbe eralusiastic about your subject. enjoy yourstudents and ellOg
a sincere reared in them. Always maintain a respectkil sense of humor and leave complaints out of your

classroom
Enjoy! Teaching is a wondering profession and
truly rewaxing.

William F. Morrison is an adjunct Professor
of Finaace and Commercial Law. X* began his
In
carer at Masters Hichigas Usivierslty
1959. he received his doctorate 67.12.1 at the
University of Iowa.

rather than with boredom or disgust. This is very
impatardlodaywittitheinlkut of international studerds
in 01% universilies.

graduatelouse inthe

workplace. As an undergraduate student sane Linkersity of Iowa many years ago. I was inspired by a dass.
Professor Benjamin Shambaugh started a course he
SaPiamisr igg2

About kligElail2nsifabange
mossonashollavirrAfthedebigimurisressrdwile
dale es psoidde a

Praise the student who waits to the best of his tier
any regardless of the grade earned. Encourage the
student to broaden higher view and knowledge rather
than merely to work for a high grade. Strive to make

yoursubject matteralool for

m
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Interaction Between Students and Adjunct Instructors
A "Win -Wine Educational Experience
by
Neal Davis
Psychologists gm/orally agree %hot the most Macfive barring mods is teeming by example.

'The second benefit tom tris interaction 'astral the

adrorctinsInclorhastheoppcdtnlytogaii amoreindepth leek* about the student's perception, needs.
an: -. -Tee. as it retake to hie or har concerns about
mewing a speciTc pofession. For sample, the adinstruclorcan helpadvisethesedast hisorner

A4unct iletnrclors and the Adoniswho Mend
with them hate 81~ oppodurily b irdluerce the
behavior of each GINN and lam influencefie value of
knowledge and educate). n &tweed and received.

understanding of how io clevebp andfor present skils
to pollenIN employees.

In the first case. the adipsict instruct(' can influence the student in that the &elect indructor 'is presurnedlobepnwelibedlyinturre wilhniesubiactlhat
h a f s h e r e p r e s e n t s. In

The tad benefit is that the afedct instructor-can
assts' t in drect*convremicatirg siuderds' perceptions
antifor concerns about the professionto the organization, thus peovidng valuable feedbacks) an organiza-

m a n y cases, the adjunct instruc-

tor has just bathe [subject! woik swironment a short

line bebre dem and for that reasoner, infonnatim

tion

thatihe adjunct inelmcSxtadka about and the behavior

that is dernonstrakel speaks a lot about the current
positio' n (Attie pofessiort

Mend instructors we. in really. looked upon as
o u t s i d e I t a r e e r p r o f e s s i o [ ab

l e s t andoollege instmc-

tors secmd. Therefore. the way we conduct ourselves
in the classroom speaks a k4 about the profession to
the student.

When handled properly, the association between
the acriurct instructor and the student can be a My
powerful learning combinatin It is an meaty* barning °pp:sturdy and a winvin educational experience.

Meal Davis is an adjunct professor of

Industrial Engineering. He began his career
at Western Michigan University in 1990. Se
received his raster's degree at Aquinas
College.

Documentation Workshop
Fallsernester.Thegoals
TheAcadernicaullsCenterisgcingtuoilerDocurnentationWorkshopsdwingthe
of the
workshops are In Nom students about the correct citation style
in research papees, both in the bodes
of the paper and in isting the sources in a bibliography or is* al refererces. A
unique series of workshops. each
=siding of 6 sessions. ea be developed frsAPA and MLA styles. The sdiedules for
the series are as blows:

Series One: The ARA workshop wit be held torn 4130 to 5:00

pm on Sept. 15, Sept 22. Sept. 29. Oa
6, Oct 13. and Oct. 20 in Room 1034 of Moore Hat.
The MLA workshop will be held bum StO to GAO pm on Sept. 17. Sept 24. Oct. 1 Oct- 8.
Oct. 15, and Oct. 22 'in 2207 of Sangren Hal.

Series Two: The ARA workshop will be held from 4:00 to 5100 pm on Oct. 27, Nov. 3.

Nov. 10, Nov. 17,
Dec. 1, and Dec. 8 in Room 1034 of Moore Hal.
The MLA workshop wi be held from 5:00 to 620 pm on Oct_ 29, Nov. 5.
Nov. 12, Nov. 19.
Dec. 3, and Dec. 10 in 2207 of Saner= Hall.

Registration is =UM@ for each session. Applicants must register in person in 1044 Moore Hat.
For mom NI:mason, cal 387-4442
seprwobv. nee
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What Should One Look For In Selecting
A College Textbook?
Tedbook selection for a college course is very
important and very tirne-consuming. Usually. the
lager the selection avaiable. the more difficult I s to
make a choice. Due to the complexity of the task

choice. e.g.. readateity. organization, availabley of
leaching and teaming aids, interest level. tinniness.

combined wilh the press of firm very often instructors
INA simply take a look at one or two books, maybe talc
with colleagues to end out what they use, and then try
to fed almebook that woks with the course objectives.
Criteria' for selection are not dear-cut.

How to sort through al the texthooks? How lb
balance one's needs against what textbooks can provide? What should one look for in selecting a college

and cost

textbook? How can we have a iext that wal help
studerds best learn from I? To help answer these
questions. we have included a text selection checklist

A good method of textbook selection should be

based on Redei(1984) and Hemmings & Baftersby

respseivetolearnercharacteristicsandozumectiec-

(1990). The chedcest gives us insigt' info criteria used
ty a range of educators when examining WEdbooks. Of
course. not everyone w use all the criteria that have

fives. Although several objective methods and forrilik

Lae can be used to he assess variables such as
readability and interest level, these fonnulae have
been crisicized onthe gmundsthat they do not consiier
enough variables. For example. accating ln Chaim=
and Goetz (1985). although some readability kernuise
that students at diktat
attempt to predict the

levels ha have rearing the text. they are imperfect
reflections of comprehensblity because they do not
conidercompt difeculy. quality dueling, or sludge*
background, inesre st. and rreeivatice. However, most

researchers of textbook selection agree that several

variables most be considered Won melting the

been bsted. but you ea at least end some kiteresting
points in them because they cover most factors that
need kh be addressed before making the selection
decision.
Readability is the most often mentibnect variab' ie. If

a textbook is written at an appropriate rearing level. it

wit he to keep students interested in the course and
prevent kustration. Sometimes the textbook is too
difficult for its readers to adequately oxivrehend. i.e..
readers have to read a paragraph three limes to figure
out what the author is trying to convey. Sometimes the
textbook is so easy that itdoes not challenge readers.

In either case, the textbook cannot be considered
readable and reader friers*. But them is no ideal
readability level for al classroom environments. Reading ddrculty should be matched to classroom needs.

Continued on page 4...
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Textbook Selection Checklist
1.

Is the material wriiten in an appropri-

Are illustrations(ie., pictures. diagrams. cartoons. and pholographc)
sufficient* dear and self-explanatory? Most students are visually oriented. They appreciate "'show and

13.

ate style? It shark' not be chatty.
flowery. or sell-aggrandizing_

2.

Is the presentation scholariy-unambiguous without being too detaled
and confusing?

3.

Are the details overwhelming so that
critical features fail to stand out in a
forest of information?

4.

Is the language simple and straight -

ter.
14.

Are ilustrations relevant to the text?
Dothey provide irionnationaucialfor
understanding the text?

15.

Does the author use a variety of
materialginciuding Now charts. algoriewns. and I formation mapping) to

forward, or is it loaded with outlandish

maintain await?

expressions. big words. or many unnecessary technical tams or jargon?
5.

16.

Are dear instructions given about use
of these Ilustrative aids?

17.

Are questions provided at the end of
each chapter to test uriderstanang?

Are there errors of fact and interpreta-

tion? In a well organized text, a few
minor errors are forgivable; however,

many small errors lend a careiess
appearance.
18.

6.

Is the length of sentences. paragraphs. and the book adequate?
Some textbooks are written in the
style of research articles. This does

19.

8.
9.

10.

The Academia:. -`.4.tCenterolferskitoring in wiling
Jents only. The Writing Lab is
forundergraduat

Is an advanced organizer used at the
beginning of the chapter? It yes, does

located in 1039 Moore Halt Students may be
referred for writing help in two different ways: a

it provide a useful framework that
helps clarify the ideas presented in
the chapter?

professor referral or sell referral. The referral may
result in a regular one- to two-hour-a-week tutoring

Are headings consistent within the

a week in advance for drop-in sessions. Tutoring is
available from September 14 to December 4. Tutors
can work with students on redrafting papers for any

Are spatial cues effective for scanning? Pages that are full of words
without appropriate spaces or margins usually are very difficult to read.

12.

Help in Writing

diaper?

chapters? Are they well leveled?
11.

plained?

Does an overview or summary precede each chapter?
Is there a summary al the end of each

Are answers available for the reader's

use? Are answers to problems ex-

not appeal to students.
7.

Is the questioning aimed at an appro-

plate level?

Do chapters provide cues that are
simple and clear to follow?
Oclober 1992

session or a drop-in session. However. students
should be aware that appointments must be made

class.

The lab hours are 8:00 am to 8:00 pm Monday
through Thursday and 8:00 am to 5:00 pm on
Friday.

If you have any questions. call 387-4442.

&EST COPY AVAILABLE
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...More Checklist
20.

21.

Does the author provide additional
notes andfor suggestions for further
reading at the end of each chapter?

ff yes, does the author discuss the
relevance of the reference?

22..

Is the material up-to-date? Does it
reflect the current status of the Saki?

23.
24.

Does the author suggestto the reader
how the textbook should be read?
If

2.

Are you prepared to teach a course
of this content?

3..

Are you convinced that this is the
material you could teach with enthu-

siasm?
4.

What are the Wading and learning
goals of this course?

5.

Is the book's contentthe principles
and examples coveredrelevant to
students' interest?

6.

WM the material complement rather

than overlap with that of courses

Does this manual provide additional
problem suitable for homework as-

signments? Most students learn
easier if they work through problems
that require synthesis of information
in the text.
27.

Does your background and outlook
ccrripkenent the course?

Does the publisher provide an
instructor's manual?

26.

1.

does the author provide affer-

ent instructions kx beginning students and more advanced readers?
25.

Checklist about course strategy:

How does the price of the book compare with that of its competitors?

taught by other instructors?
7.

What is the level of the course? Are
the pre - requisites approved for the
course sufficient for the level of the
book?

8.

Does the book present a sufficiently
comprehensive overview of the field,
or is it too selective, reflecting only

the author's interest?

Documentation Workshop
The Academic Skills Center is offering Documentation Workshops during the Fall semester. The goals of the
workshops are to inform students about correct citation style in research papers, both in the body of papers and
in listing the sources in a bibliography or list of references. A unique series of workshops, each consisting of 6
sessions, will be developed for APA and MLA styles. The schedules for the series are as follows:

Series Two: The APA workshop will be held from 4:00 to 5:00 pm on Oct. 27, Nov. 3, Nov. 10, Nov. 17, Dec.
1, and Dec. 8 in Room 1034 of Moore Hat
The MLA workshop will be held from 5:00 to 6:00 pm on Oct. 29, Nov. 5, Nov. 12, Nov. 19, Dec.
3, and Dec. 10 in 2207 of Sargren Hal.
Registration is REQUIRED for each session. Applicants must register in person in 1044 Moore Hal.
For more information, call 387-4442.
caober 1 902
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....Continued from page 1
According to Schneider (1991). in addition to word
difficulty and sentence length, which are the two strongest language variables that have been identified in the
literature, several other factors should be considered

when examining readability levels, such as chapter
summaries. glossaries, paragraph length, coherence,
illustrations, and examples, which can increase textbook madabilky.
The organization of tho textbook includes how the
book and individual chapters are introduced and how
wet verbal cues are used to make text organization
dear and cohesive (Schumm,Ross & Waker.1 992). A
description of contents in each chapter. a summary of
the key concepts at the end of each chapter, consistent
headings and subheadings within each chapter are
factors that need to be considered. A well organized
and readable textbook usually is considered interesting by is readers.

Therefore, given that other variables are equal, books
wth modest prices may be preferable because often
the price of a book does not seem to reflect its value.
Students also idenbfied each of the above variables as
important factors in their assessment of textbooks, that
is, they wanted books that were well organized and upto-date and had glossaries, used examples, and had
study guides. They also wanted the books to be used
in the class. i.e., referred to in the lecture and related
10 exams.

In addition to all the variables mentioned above,
instructors should also consider course strategy and

course level. A good textbook should not only be
readable, interesting, well organized. and cost-reason-

able. but also matched to the background of instructors, theirteaching strategy, and departmertal requirements. Therefore, we also incbde an additional checklist that asks questions amt course strategies.

Avalabity of teaching and learning aids, such as
instructors manuals. student study guides. and other
supplementary materials sometimes can be very helpful to bcth instructors and students N they are appropriate for the course objectives.
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Help Students Get the Most Out of Textbooks
Reading is the process of constructing meaning
through the dynamic interaction among the reader's
existing knowledge, the information suggested by the
written language. and the context of the reading siluabon. It is an active learning process (Irwin, 1989).
However. many college students. especially freshmen, typically mad passively.
Many students are bored by the reading they must
do for their causes. Darren J. Smith (1992) of Indiana
University at Bloomington observed, "Generally. aca-

demic reading is not associated with personal enjoymerlin fact, rarely. if ever. do students get excited at
the thought of 'tieing a reading assignment This lack
of enthusiasm may result from texts being used in a
way that implies reading is simply a passive act of
collecting facts and ideas without any purpose' (p630)

As a matter of fact, many college students still
study" textbooks as they did in high school. They
usually read the words, underline or highlight line after

tine, and when they finish reading the assigned
chapter(s), they can't was to close the textbooks,
thinking that they have completed the reading assignment. The job is to finish as quickly and with as little

effort as possible. Before the exam day. they may look
overthe underlined words and sentences again and try
to memorize as much as they can. Without assistance.

this passive reading style will continue in college
students. As Smith points out. reading is simply viewed
by students as the transmission of information that is
mediated by the teacher. He suggests that we should

begin to view reading as a transaction instead of an
accumulation of information.
To find out how his students actually read, Smith
developed a textbook assessment questionnaire and
did a sunray among his students. The results of the
survey provided a good insight into how his students

viewed textbook reading. One student considered
reading as time consuming, so he didn't lice reading.

Another complained that the excessive amount of
information in the book made it ddficuk to know what to
focus on. One student summed it up by saying, 'What's
the point of reading 110 much when so little appears on
tests?" One assumption that students have is that they
read for exams and for exams only.

These interesting comments help us understand
that as teachers we have the responsibility to help our
students read and loam actively. Some techniques and
strategies can be incorporated into teaching plans to
help motivate students to read.
But how can we accomplish that? How can we help

students get the most out of textbooks? How can we
motivate students to read? In this issue, we are going
to provide some strategies and tips that can be adopted
to help our students become active readers.

*UST COPY AVAILAKE
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Strategies That Motivate Students To Read
Based upon the practical tips for teaching professors edited by Magnan (1989). we have provided the
blowing strategies that can be incorporated into your
teaching plan to motivate students to read textbooks
actively.

1) Before they read, use a review to preview.

6) Give students reasons to read.
Don't repeat in class the details in the readings.
This method absolves those who don't read and penalizes through boredom those who do. If the text focuses

on a single example to illustrate a concept, use a
different example in class. Compare the lecture material to the text.

Review the concepts, terms, and facts that your
students may already know relating lathe reading. It is
a way to link new information to their previous knowledge. By reviewing to preview, students' imagination
and curiosity may be sparked. lithe text has advanced

organizers, suggest that students assess the "newness" of the material by focusing on the outline provided.

2) Discuss the topics briefly beforehand.

7) Assume the best, plan for the worst.
Don't assume students aren't reading and teach in
ways that confirm what you suspect. Even if you know

that some aren't reading, don't feel obligated to summarize for them. Challenge them to read. Don't try to
give answers to your questions too soon. Doing so will
encourage those who are not prepared to rely on you
and those who have read the material. Letting students
feel left out may motivate them to read.

Discuss thetopicthat will be covered in the reading

before making the reading assignment, but do it in
general terms. The discussion should help to lead
students to the reading with questions in their minds
that need to be answered. The overview you provide
before their reading should avoid details or specifics in
the reading. Don't let students feel that the reading is
just a review. Make them feel that it is essential.

3) Explain terms and words.
If the textbook does not provide definitions of new
terms at the beginning of a chapter, go over vocabulary

essential to the reading. Sane terms and words may
Jerstand without a simple
be difficult for student, to
definition or example. Ai . explanation of difficult and

new words in simple term van reduce the difficulty
associated with understanding the contents.

8) Use readings in class and on tests.
Discussing the most important point, idea, argument, and examples in class will help students understand the value of reading and increase participation.

Don't just assign the reading and never cover the
material in the exams. Students may stop reading it
they feel there is nothing valuable in the textbook.
Usually. they judge it by seeing how importantly you
treat the material; in other words, whether you will test
them on the material or not.

9) Appreciate reading.
Share your reading experience with your students.
Show them how you feel about reading and even tell
them the difficulties you have in reading. This may help
keep students from being frustrated when they read.

4) Put questions in their heads.
Raise several questions to stimulate their curiosity
and also to give them a focus on the reading. Ask them

About Instructional Exchange,

to find facts and to analyze and evaluate what they
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have read. Your preview and discussion should always
end with several questions.

provide a forum for the exchange of information about instruction

5) Give outlines for the next discussion.

during the fall and winter semesters The purpose of I1 is to
at Weston lAichigan University.
The newsletter is published by the Office of University Assessment . Comments and exchanges can be directed to the J

staff at University Assessment (Room 2010 Administration

Give students an outline of the points you'll cover
and ask them to prepare for a discussion of the reading
for the next class. Ask them to bring in any additional
questions they may have about the reading.

Building, ph: 7-3031) or through the VAX system addressed to
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Textbook Annotation Strategy In Reading
To help students become more efficient and effective readers, Simpson and Nist (1990) of the University

of Georgia have developed a textbook annotation
strategy. They pointed out that just teaching students
to underline or highlight important ideas was insufficient. The annotation strategy they developed encouraged students to elaboratively process ideas and to
monitor their understanding.
The annotation strategy involved seven basic processes:
a) Write brief summaries in the text margins using
own words.
b) Enumerate multiple ideas (i.e., causes, effects,
characteristics) in an organized fashion.
c) Note examples of concepts in the margins by
writing EX for instance.
d) Put key information on graphs and charts next to
the text when appropriate.
e. Jot down possible test questions.
1) Note puzzling or confusing ideas with a question
mark in the margin.
g) Selectively underline key words or phrases.
The experimental research Simpson and Nist conducted proved that training students to annotate texts
enabled them to perform more effectively over time.

3)

Students who cannot precisely state key ideas.
These students usually can find and understand
the author's descriptions of the topic, but choose
not to note them in the margin in order to save time.

Actually the students don't realize that if they
briefly annotate key words in the text's margins,
they may save a lot of time on rereading for test
preparation.

Three questions can be used to help students
while they read and annotate:

1) What is the topic?
2) What does the author say about the topic?
3) Where in the text does the author say this?
To make this strategy work, instructors must allow
sufficient time for students to master the new strategy.
It is also important to provide students with immediate
and specific feedback on their attempts with the strategy-

The following annotation checklist developed by
Simpson and Nist is helpful if you intend to try the
strategy with your students. You may ask your students to annotate the assigned readings on index
cards by identifying main ideas of the chapter, paraphrasing and giving examples of key concepts, enu-

Since they have been refining the annotation strategy over the years, they noticed that, generally speaking, students fell into one of three categories when they
first learned to annotate:

merating ideas, and raise questions. When you read
through the cards, first, you can get an idea whether
students understand the reading and what common
questions they have about the reading so that you will
know what to focus on during your lecture. Second, this
practice gets your students actively involved in their

Students who annotate too much. The notations

reading. Your prompt feedback will stimulate their

these students write in the margin are almost

interest and help them improve in the future.

1)

identical to the textbook statements. They usually
try to memorize instead of stating ideas in their own
words. Teaching this type of student how to paraphrase is essential. The focus is on having them
summarize key ideas in their own words.
2) Students who do not annotate enough. Usually,

these are passive readers who do not actively
interact with expository text. They may overlook
the passage's basic structure and miss the key
ideas. Therefore, they need practice on annotation. During the practice, some students may
change from too little to too much. If that is the
case, they also need to be trained on paraphras-

Annotation checklist
Your annotations are perfect! Keep up the good
work.
You have missed many key ideas. Go back and
reread.
You need to focus more on key ideas and less on
details.
You need to use your own words. Do not copy from

the book!

You need to be briefer in your annotations be
telegraphic.
You are annotating too much! Be selective.
You need to code the specific examples.

Please see me as soon as possible for special
assistance on this chapter and your annotations.

ing.
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Reading Techniques
You can suggest many different reading techniques to your students to help them read more

2. Read--Be selective

activeti. SQ3R and PROR are among those that have

This technique works well when students need to

Annotate while you read. Make notes in the text's
margins. At the end of the annotation, ask yourself:
"Am I understanding the information in this chapter?"

understand the texts thoroughly and remember completely (Campbell, 1993). PROR stands for preread,

3. OrganizeReduce the information

been recommended most in the literature. SQ3R
stands for survey, question, read, recite, and review.

read, organize, and review. According to Nist and
Diehl (1990), the difference between the two techniques is that PROR focuses more on learning the
material in such a way that it will stimulate critical
thinking rather than simple memorization. Self-monitoring is built into each stage of PROR. Nist and Diehl
devised PROR from SQ3R to make the system more

effective and efficient for students. The principles
PROR suggests are built around the idea that what
students do before and after they read is as important
as the reading itself.
PROR

Preread--Read--Organize--Review

1. Preread--"Psych up", i.e., create interest

Write down the information that you will need to
learn for the test. Reduce the information by isolating
important information and formulate more specific test
questions as you become more familiar with the material. Ask yourself:
"Do I know this information well enough to score
high on the test?"
4. Review -- Monitor your learning
Put major points on a notecard and make sure that
you can use details and examples to support your main
points. Ask yourself:
"Specifically, what information do I know very well?
What information do I not know as well?"

Read the title of the chapter and think about what

you already know about the topic. Then read the
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The Transfer Student: An Endangered Species?
Robert C. Dickeson (1992) lists the top 10 reasons students stay at an institution: (1) caring attitude
of faculty/staff; (2) high quality teaching; (3) adequate
financial aid; (4) student involvement on campus; (5)

high quality advising; (6) excellent counseling services; (7) excellent career planning; (8) student/institu-

tional `fit'; (9) admissions geared to graduation; (10)
early alert system.
Among the students who come to Western Michigan University, transfer students are a large but gen-

erally forgotten group. These students are
nontraditional in that they do not fit in the 'pipeline,' long
a metaphor for student progress to graduation. Rather,

they typify the changing nature of higher education
from 'pipeline' to 'swirl,' a term used recently by Robert

Zemsky, Director, Institute for Research on Higher
Education (1992). As we start a new semester and a

Transfer students are beginners at Western
Michigan University who started their college career at

some other institution. Some come from community
colleges, some from other four-year schools. Lynne
McCauley, Director of the Center for Academic Support Programs, offers this comparison of the transfer
student and the traditional beginning freshman.
The typical transfer student is more mature and
more sophisticated than the typical freshman. Transfer

students know more They have made a more conscious choice to come here. We don? have to sell Or,
University to them. We have to 9n2ye.that we care and
that we'd lice them to stay. Most freshmen don't know
what they need to know; transfer students do. They
need to learn our system.

Ken Schaefer, Coordinator of Community Col-

new year, we will take a closer look at transfer students
as a group, focusing particularly on who they are, what

lege Articulation; Mary Anne Bunda, Director of Univer-

they need to know, what faculty can do to help them
connect with the University, and what they believe has
helped them to succeed at Western.

Institutional Research, offer this information about the
typical student who transfers to Western.

sity Assessment; and Peninnah Miller, Director of

We enrolled 2,126 now transfer students in fall

semester, 1992. We will have close to 800 new
transfers this winter. Seventy percent come from com-

munity colleges; the other 30 percent are from fouryear schools. The average age of fall's transfer enrollees was 22. Their program choices, in order of interest

by college, were Education, Arts & Sciences, Business, Engineering & Applied Sciences, undecided,
Health & Human Services, and Fine Arts.
Transfer students comprise a big proportion of
every graduating class. According to the Office of
University Assessment, percentages of graduates for
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academic years 1989-1990 and 1990-1991 are as
follows:
Beginners

Transfers

Reenters

Some key resources that transfer students may ask
you about are Waldo Library, careers, Computing
Services, supplemental instruction and tutorial workshops, academic advising, and Phi Theta Kappa.

AY 89-90

41%

48%

10%

Waldo Library
Galen Rike, Head, Central Reference Services

AY 90-91

46%

44%

10%

(7-5181) and David Isaacson, Assistant Head, Reference Services (7-5182), will set up instructional sessions for classes in the Instructional Services Room at
Waldo Library. Students attending the sessions will
use practice terminals to access the West Michigan
Information Network. Patricia VanderMeer, End-User
Services Librarian (7-5191), will also inform you of
WEST NET workshops available this semester. Students will find numerous printed guides with step-bystep instructions on use of library services at several
points in the Reference Department.

"Reenters" have interrupted their academic careers by

a full calendar year and may have started as either
beginners or transfer students.
The Office of Institutional Research has compiled
the following statistics about graduation/drop out percentages, by college, for students beginning or transferring in 1986 followed through the Winter 1990 term.
Given that only four years had lapsed between admissions and the end of the study period, over one-third of
the beginners were continuing in their programs.

Career Assessment Battery
For students who are unsure of their career plans,

Beginners

Transfers

the Career Battery Assessment may be useful. They

Grad

Drop out

Grad

Drop out

may pick up a copy of the test from Testing and
Evaluation Services, Walwood Building, East Cam-

.A&S

16.7

34.8

42.6

FA

14.1

29.7

41.3

pus; University Curriculum, 203 Moore Hall; or Lee
Honors College. The test costs $5.

ENG

12.4

35.6

51.1

BUS

27.4

30.0

60.3

EDU

10.9

25.0

56.3

HHS

29.5

23.0

62.5

35.7
30.0
29.6
25.8
29.0
22.9

Campus Resources: What They Need to Know

University Computing Services Center
Students who want computer accounts but do not
get them through a class may obtain a Student Personal Account (STPA). Applications are available at
the University Computing Services (UCS) Office, third
floor, University Computing Center Building. After the
student presents a validated WM U ID and application,
the STPA will usually be activated within 24 hours.

Transfer students do not usually participate in the

kind of orientation available to first-time beginners.
Vincent Tinto (1987) notes that for this reason, transfer
students face barriers that traditional beginners do not.

As Levitz and Noel (1990) have found, the most
successful colleges and universities are those that see

themselves as active particOants in the student's
intellectual, social, and personal growth. Such institutions do not sit by and waft for the students to take the
initiative. On the contrary, they take steps to ensure
that the student becomes involved. To back up this

Additionally, students may go to public labs or the

Help Desk, UCS, for software and hardware help
documentation. Faculty may get master copies of UCS
documents for duplication and distribution to classes
by sending an e-mail request to UCS DOCUMENTS.

Days, times, and registration information for workshops is also available at the e-mail prompt by typing
HELP_WORKSHOPS.

About Instructional Exchange

statement, they cite two examples: Notre Dame, a
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highly selective university, with an attrition rate of 1%,
and Edward Williams College (of Fairieigh Dickinson
University), a nonselective, two-year school with an

provida a forum for the exchange of information about irtst-ucsi.n
at Western Michigan University.

attrition rate of 10%, down from 50%. Both schools
take "a highly active role in ensuring student success."

during the fall and winter semesters. The purpose of a is to

The newsletter is published by the Office of University Assess-

ment . Comments and exchanges can be directed to the la
staff at University Assessment (Room 2010 Administration
Building, ph: 73031) or through the VAX system addressed to

One way that we as faculty can promote student
success is through awareness of campus resources
and willingness to share this information with students.
January 1993
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What Faculty Can Do A Checklist

Supplimental Instruction
Supplemental Instruction (SI) is a proven means
of helping students succeed in high-risk courses. tt is

not a remedial program. Rather it is a program of
scheduled out-of-class sessions, led by a trained peer

Here is a short list of ideas that Western faculty
say work for them in helping transfer students and
other students connect with the University.

leader, that complement selected classes. With the
cooperation of instructors listed for each class, SI is
available for the following courses: Chemistry 103 (G.
Lowry), Electrical Engineering 210 (S.
Mousavinezhad), Geology 130 (E. Atekwana and W.
Smith), Math 118 (J. Petro).

both in speaking about them and on your syllabus. ("Waldo' is a bar, a Wormy, and a fictional

Academic Skills Center Workshops
In addition to administering SI, the Academic
Skills Center offers tutoring in writing (See Help in
Writing box) and several other free workshops for
students. These include a Math Workshop, Study
Skills Workshops, a Critical Reading Workshop, a

listen carefully to questions that transfer students have and probe to find the question beneath the question. (If you are a department

Use proper names for places, courses, etc.,
person. If you mean Waldo Library, use that
term.) Remember that names change from campus to campus. For example on some campuses,
libraries are called 'resource centers."

adviser, and the student tells you he/she is "unde-

Problem Solving and Reasoning Skills Workshop, and

cided," find out what the student is undecided

Documentation Workshops on APA style and MLA

about. Sometimes it is a major within yourcollege.

style.

Don't immediately ship the student to "another
office.")

The workshops are organized in two series. Series 1 runs from the week of January 11 through the
week of February 19: Series 2 is from the week of

Ask in the first week of classes whether any
students are new to the University. Offer information about the library, writing lab, computing services, and other key services that students in your
discipline will profit from learning about.

February 22 through the week of April 9. Information on

the workshops is available from the Academic Skills
Center, 387-4422. Students must register for workshops in the Skills Center, 1044 Moore Hall.

Help students avoid the run around. Remember, most transfer students don't participate in

Phi Theta Kappa

orientation. They get information by asking questions. Open the catalog or the campus directory
and help them get directly to the right person.
Because many of the same questions will recur,
you can easily conceptualize a pattern to their
requests.

Community and two-year technical college
graduates who have been inducted into Phi Theta
Kappa Honor Society may join the alumni chapter of

Phi Theta Kappa. Contact chapter adviser Ken
Schaefer, Admissions, 387-2000.
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How to Succeed at Western
We asked a group of upperciass transfer students what advice they would give to new students
entering the University. Their responses focused primarily upon issues such as choosing majors, planning

their curricula, and adopting behaviors that allowed
them to succeed. Their answers to cur question, If
you could give a new student one piece of advice to
make going to Western easier, what would it be ?",
suggest ways thatwe as faculty can prepareourselves

to he them.
Transfer students consider choice of a major
their single most important decision on entering the
University. Typical comments on this topic are as
follows:
Set specific goals to achieve, and think about
what you want to gain from your academic career.
Explore the majors offered at Western and narrow
them down. Check out all the areas of interest so you

Find a good adviser who is genuinely interested

in your well being and education. Meet with your
counsebron a regularbasis. Takto major, minor, and
general ed. counselors before signing up for classes.
Keep in constant contact with a counselor to keep
track of classes you need to take. Go and see an
adviser and plan out what you are going to do over the

corning years and how. Visit an adviser twice a
semester to make sure you are on track and that their
advice is consistent. Know the requirements.

Transfer students suggested the following behaviors that helped them succeed at Western.

Don't screw up your first semester. Ask questions. Don? skip classes; it's habit forming. Ask more
questions. Familiarize yourself with the environment

before the semester starts. Learn the !brats Get
organized. Get a parking space at 7 a.m. and park it.

Don be afraid to ask questions and lots of them.

know for sure that what you major in is what you want.

Chcose a major as soon as possible. Understand
exactly what classes are needed for your major.
Choose wisely; bad judgment will haunt you!
Transfer students also seek and value curricular
information from departmental advisers. Comments
such as the following appeared repeatedly.
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PROBLEM SOLVING AND REASONING SKILLS
WORKSHOP

Help in Writing

Offered by

The Academic Skills Center offers tutoring in writing
for undergraduate students only. The Writing Lab is

Academic Skills Center

located in 1039 Moore Hall. Students may be
referred for writing help in two different ways: a
professor referral or self referral. The referral may
result in a regular one- to two-hour-a-week tutoring
session or a drop-in session. However, students
should be aware that appointments must be made
a week in advance for drop-in sessions. Tutoring is
available from January 16 to April 6. Tutors can work

Workshops meet one hour a week (Wednesday 4:005:00 pm) for six weeks. Series I workshops begin the

week of January 11. Series II workshops begin the
week of February 22.
Students should register in person at the Academic
Skills Center, 1044 Moore Hall.

with students on redrafting papers for any class.
For more information, please call 387-4442.

The lab hours are 8:00 am to 8:00 pm Monday
through Thursday and 8:00 am to 5:00 pm on
Friday.

If you have any questions, call 387-4442.
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The Seven Principles for Good Practice
in Undergraduate Education
Good Practice in Undergraduate Education. These
principles
es assert that good practice in undergraduate
education:

The campus convnunity is preparing to discuss
the new General Education Program in March. Conversations we being held all over canvass about athast
wd be taught to and learned by al Western Michigan
University undergraduates. We thought this might be
an oppw!unity to look at lam education is provided to
undergraduate students. Haw do we rnakethe environ-

Encourages student-faculty contact
2. Encourages cooperation among students.
3. Encourages active learning.
4. Gives prompt feedback.
5. Emphasizes time on task.
6. Communicates high expectations.
7. Respects diverse talents and ways of learning.
1.

ments good learning environment? How do we interact
with students? What guides our development of activi-

ties? What principles do we Mow?
The American Association for Higher Education
asked these questions of the entire higher education
c o m m u n i t y s e v e r a l y e a r s a g o an d
what schol-

According to Mary Deane Sorcinelli (1991), who

ars in the Saki believe to be the principles of best
practice. This issue will give an overview of those

conducted an extensive review of the literature on
undergraduateteaching and learning, the Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education
provide substantive research-based advice that can
enrich our understanding and practice of teaching and
learning at the college lever (p. 22). She pointed out

principles. Additional material is evadable for departments or cargos interested in further discussion. See
page 4 for details.
Some of the principles will be fernier to long-time

readers. Based on 50 years of research on under-

that although there would probably be variation in

graduate teaching and learning. Chickering and

applying the Seven Principles to different disciplines,
teaching methods, learning styles, institutions, and
even methods of implementation, the Principles provide an important direction for improving undergraduate education.

Garrison ( 1987) developed the Seven Prinsipies for

In other words, the principles don't prescribe a
structure for each class. Rather they set a tone fax all
activities on campus. In fact, the tone is reflected in the
interactions among all mentors of the campus corn-

=nay. Institutional policies and practices are developed to celebrate academic excellence, collegial work
habits, and the diversity of the community.
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Applying the Seven Principles
Good Practice Encourages Student-Faculty
Contact
The literature on good teaching describes good
teachers as approachable and interested in students.
They are easy lo talk to. They invite students to present
their views and get students involved in discussion.
They are concerned about student progress, and they
are open to helping students with problems. They are

presentations, peer teaching, i.e., students teaching
students in situations planned and directed by teachers, peer critique, and student-centered discussion.
Even in large classes, students can be assigned to a
group of five to seven other students. They can be

encouraged to meet regularly in and out of lass
throughout the term to solve problems set by the
instiuctor.

accessibie to students both inside and outside the
classroom (Sorcinek, 1991). Chickening and Gamson
(1987) pointed out that professors who encouraged
student contact both in and out of classes enhanced
student motivation, intellectual commitment, and personal development.
Building rapport with your students is very important. You may not be able to help your students with all

kinds of problems but, at least, you can give them
necessary guidance and advice to harp them get the

assistance they need. Invite students to visit you

Good Practice Encourages Active Learning
The connection between cooperative learning
and active learning is close, yet they are distinguishable. While cooperative learning calls for active involvement of students as a group, active learning can
be experienced by students individually. It requires
students to engage in learning actively rather than
simply relyino on textbooks and memorizing facts.
They must be able to relate what they are learning to
real rife situations.

outside class. Share your experiences and values with

your students. Help them not only with academic

Active learning can be encouraged both inside

problems, but also with problems in their extracurricu-

and outside classrooms. Inside the class, active learn-

lar activities. Your concern will help students get

ing can be encouraged by active questioning, case
studies, discussions, and peer critiques. Outside
class, independent study, internships, and research
projects can be useful and beneficial. Active learning
enhances students' ability to analyze and solve problems. It helps students take active responsibility for
their own learning, and it strengthens students' maturity and sharpens their thinking.

through rough times and keep on working.

Good Practice Encourages Cooperation
Among Students
The principle of cooperation among students
suggests that woiking with grour, members often increases involvement in learning. it emphasizes active
involvement of students as oppozad to their passive
exposure to a learning task. In cooperative learning,
students work in small groups and receive recognition
or reward based on group performance as a whole
rather than on individual achievement. It is collaborative and social rather than competitive and isolated.
According to Johnson, Johnson, and Smith (1990),

research finings support the utility of cooperative
learning groups for increasing productivity, developing

committed and positive relationships among members, increasing social support, and enhancing selfesteem.

Good Practice Gives Prompt Feedback
Students learn well if they are provided timely
feedback on practice. Menges and Mathis (1988)
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conduded that the content of a classroom presentation
is better remembered when it is followed by a test Or
follow a presentation by giving students five minutes to
writedown what they have learned in class. According

to Dunkin (1986), frequent testing, inn t* 'ate feedback, and mastery of a unit before progression to the
next topic were very important for increasing student
achievement. Immediate, corrective, and supportive
feedback is central to learning.

The quality of feedback depends on how feedback is given. A grade or a general comment on tests,

papers, presentations, and projects is not enough.
Informative comments that pinpoint the source of
students' errors and indicate how they can improve will
really help. Before starting the class, help students in
assessing their existing knowledge and competence.
In classes, give them frequent opportunities to perform

and receive suggestions for improvement. Frequent
and prompt feedback will help your students assess
themselves and reflect on what they have learned and
what they still need to know.

Good Practice Communicates High
Expectations
Chickening and Gamson (1987) suggest that the
expectations and efforts of teachers and administrators can permeate an institution, creating an institutional climate that either challenges students or demands little of them. Generally speaking, if instructors

set high but attainable goals for academic performance, students' academic achievement will increase
(Berliner, 1984). Communication of low expectations
by college teachers reads to minimal student growth,

improvement, and satisfaction (Cross, 1987). The
practice of setting high but attainable goals for learners
has become a central theme of the reform movement
in higher education (Chickening & Gamson, 1987).

Some special programs help. For example, the
University of Wisconsin-Parkside has communicated
high expectations for underprepared high school students by bringing them to the University for workshops
in academic subjects, study skills, test taking, and time
management. The University of California-Berkeley

introduced an honors program in the sciences for
Good Practice Emphasizes Time on Task
"Academic learning time" (ALT) is the time engaged with materials or activities that results in high
student success rates, as measured by instruments
such as achievement tests. Students or classes that

underprepared minority students.

Good Practice Respects Diverse Talents and
Ways of Learning

accrue large amounts of ALT achieve more than

People come to college with different talents and

students or classes with lower amounts of ALT (Berlina, 1984). According to Sorcinelli (1991), a large-'*ely of student evaluations of teaching showed
st
rtly significant correlations between effective
iss time and overall ratings of course, instrucEsc 'e

learning styles. This final principle emphasizes the

tor

41 amount learned.

need to respect students' unique interests and talents
to facilitate student growth and development academically, personally, and socially. People learn in different

ways. A match between instructional methods and
students' learning styles can lead to improved learning.

Assigning activities related to desired outcomes,

This principle can be approached in many ways.

seeing that enough time is allocated for students'

For example, at the University of California-Irvine,
introductory physics students may choose among a
lecture and textbook course, a computer-based ver-

mastery of a unit, and encouraging success through
frequent testing and feedback are essential to empha-

sizing time on task. The more time students are
engaged in learning, the greater the amount of their
learning. Learning to spend class time effectively is
very important to every instructor.

February 1903

sion of the lecture and textbook course, or a computerbased course accompanied by notes developed by the
faculty that allow students to program the computer. In
both computer-based courses, students work on their
own and must pass mastery exams. Some other ways
include individualized degree programs, personalized
systems of instruction, and mastery learning.
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(1989) suggest that the surreys help to diagncise next

Try It...You'II Like It!
Implementation of the principles requires some
interaction among faculty in discussion of curriculum
and programs. AAHE supported the development of
planning and development aides formatted as a survey questionnaire to allow individuals and groups the
opportunity to assess the extent to which aspects of
the principles are present on their campus. Several
departments and colleges on campus have already
used the forms with varying degrees of satisfaction.
The "survey" was developed in two substantially

different forms. Ore form investigates the extent to
which elements of the principles are present on campus. Users of the survey estimate the presence or
absence of key policies and practices. The form is
organized around institutional elements: Climate,
Academic Practices, Curriculum, Faculty, Academic
and Student Support Services, and Facilities. Each
section lists eleven different policies or practices. The
form is designed to draw action statements from the
user.

steps for an institution or a departmental unit. The
process is mgt recommended for evaluation of programs or for justification. It gets people thinking about
what to do next.

We have sent 5 forms of each type to each
departmental unit and college with this issue. We have

an additional 300 copies in University Assessment.
Departments that would We to use the survey forms as
discussion documents may request copies.
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Who Needs Feedback About Classroom Learning?
One of the seven principles for good practice in
undergraduate education is to give prompt feedback to students regardinghow well they are learning. This principle is based on the presumption that
feedback will help the student direct his/her study
activities and will allow him/her to set priorities on
future study by knowing what the instructor thinks
is important. Knowing the instructor's priorities is
important because he or she is knowledgeable about
the discipline as a whole. Without guidance from a
faculty member, the structure of the discipline may
not be clear.
The same need for information might be said of the
instructor. Knowing what the students under-

continuous and accurate feedback on the impact of

their teaching on students in their classrooms so
that they may improve their teaching.*

Just as our understanding of the disciplines is
enhanced by scholarly research, Cross has suggested that faculty conduct classroom research to
improve practice. One of the major innovation, in
her discussion of classroom research has been the
use of classroom assessment activities. Faculty
familiar with the literature on the improvement of
writing in the classroom will find most of the sugges-

tions for classroom assessment standard practice
rather than innovative.

stand, or perhaps, misunderstand, allows the instructor to direct his/her teaching activities and
allows him/her to set priorities by knowing what
students think. Knowing what the students believe
to be important aspects of the discipline is useful
because it will help the instructor guide the developmmit of students in understanding of the disci-

Unlike tests and quizzes which have been used
traditionally to evaluate student learning, Class-

pline as a whole.

order to assign a grade. It offers faculty the oppor-

Partnership in the classroom is enhanced by feed-

tunity to discover not just whether students are
learning, or what they are learning, but how they

back to and from each of the parties. As Cross (1988,

p. 2) has pointed out, leachers need to receive

room Assessment Techniques (CATs) are ungraded
and usually anonymous. The purpose of the class-

room assessment is to evaluate the whole class's
learning in order to adju. c instruction, not to evalu-

ate the achievement of an individual student in

learn and how well they learn in response to how we
teach (Kort, 1991).

While an instructor might simply use informal
questioning of students during class to assess student understanding, Cross and Angelo (1988) have
documented a number of different techniques used
in college classrooms. The examples provided in
this issue are presented as cases within the context
of a specific discipline, although they might be used
in a number of different disciplines. The use of any
technique will, of course, be tempered by the discipline, the goals of instruction, the size of the class,

and the instructor's preference.
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Classroom Assessment Tchniques (CATS)
beginning of class. The review provides the stu-

A case format for each of the assessment techniques

dents with an opportunity to reflect on the material
and to read the textbook. The discussion of questions, then, serves to integrate the material from the
lecture and the textbook and to provide an effective
bridge to new material.

is presented below. The primary source for the
material was a monograph by Angelo (1991) which
we recommend for its presentation of real faculty
confronting real problems. However, we recognize
that some may want a more straightforward discussion of each of the techniques. For that reason, we

The.BackgewaniEsawlcdmEralie

provided the page references for the description
outside of a specific classroom from Cross and
Angelo. We are not suggesting that any faculty

(Cross and Angelo, 1988, pp. 30-32)

Before the first meeting of the survey course, a

member would use all of these techniques. As Cross

(Cross and Angelo, 1988, pp. 148-150)

political science instructor decided to assess what
his students already knew. It helped him apportion
his instructional time more effectively to areas of
low information. And this assessment helped him
identify topics that students were already familiar
with for later discussion in class.

The "One-Minute Paper" was developed by a phys-

The Probe was a two-page questionnaire that asked

and Angelo (1988) have suggested, assessment
should not become a chore. Decide on something
that fits into your teaching style and discipline.

naVnMinute 222ee

students to rate their level of knowledge on 15
important concepts, documents, and individuals.

ics professor at UC Berkeley. It asks students to
respond anonymously to two questions at the end of

He explained the purpose of the survey and asked

the class period: (1) What is the most important
thing you learned in class today? and (2) What
question remains uppermost in your mind? The

students not to put their names on the questionnaire. The results of the survey allowed the instructor to use the more familiar items to introduce and
explain the less familiar ones. The questionnaire
served as a quick overview of the important concepts for the students (Angelo, 1991, p. 20).

students' responses make it possible for the teacher
to make adjustments in the following class based on
what students have already learned well and what
confusions need to be cleared up (Angelo, 1991, p.
22). Frederick Mosteller, professor of statistics at
Harvard, adapted and further streamlined the tech-

ThaDinumented2rableatEntlalution
(Cross and Angelo, 1988, pp. 38.40)

nique. He reported getting very useful feedback
simply by asking students to answer one question:
"What was the 'muddiest point' in my lecture today?". Faculty can get "Muddiest Point" feedback
by simply distributing index cards to the class

A math teacher used an adaptation of the Documented Problem-Set Solution technique to assess
how well his students' problem-solving skills were

developing. He substituted the assessment tech-

(Angelo, 1991, p. 10).

nique for part of an existing homework assignment
which consisted of five problems daily. In place of
the fifth problem, he gave students the following

The 15 minute re-cap was initially presented at a
Lilly Foundation Seminar on Teaching that Dona
Icabone of our Special Education Department attended. They suggested that after every major

About Instructional Exchange
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during the fall and winter semesters. The purpose of a is
to provide a forum for the exchange of information about

concept about 15 minutes of class time be devoted to
a quick review by placing an objective question on

instructiGn at Western Michigan University.

an overhead projector. The class can read the stem
of the question and as a group select one option or
another. The reasons for the selection provide the
instructor with a good sense of misunderstandings
in the classroom.
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Professor Icabone has adapted the technique so that
the review of previous material is conducted at the
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exercise directions: 'Choose any one of the four
problems in this set that you have already solved.
Explain and document, step by step, in complete

until she had the insight that the students' goals
and expectations might be the key to the issue.

and grammatical sentences, exactly how you solved
that problem. Be prepared to lead the class through
your documented problem solution next session.*
(Angelo, 1991, p. 24) He offered students credit for
doing the exercise, but he refrained from grading it.
He limited himself to writing a comment, sugges-

Student Goals Ranking technique to assess the

tion, or question in the margin. He was more
interested in getting insight into how and where his

students got stuck or took wrong turns. In class,
when students were called on to demonstrate how
they reached their solutions to specific homework
problems, they were forced to become active partici-

pants.
This technique is used in some of the mathematics
classes on our campus. Those particular classes are

designated as writing intensive. Notice how the
same technique
be used to strengthen students'
writing ability, t .o strengthen problem-solving ability, and to give feedback to the instructor.
(Cross and Angelo, 1988, pp. 160-162)

Therefore, she decided to use an adaptation of the
students' goals for the course (Angelo, 1991, p. 28).

Before the semester began, she wrote down what

she thought the students' most important goals
were in taking the course. She took a few minutes
out of the first class period, handed out blank index
cards and asked the students to write down their
most important goals for aerobics. After class, she
read through the responses and compared them to
what she expected the students' goals to be. She
found a discrepancy in these two sets of goals. She
realized that her attempts to change the class were
in conflict with students' goals of improving selfconfidence and reducing stress. She reported the
results of the assessment to the group during the
next class and invited suggestions from the students. The solution to close the discrepency was
that she tried to incorporate the students' goals and
suggestions into the course in several ways. The
atmosphere in the classroom changed after she and
the students knew they were working toward the
same goals.

Philip G. Cottell, Jr., an accounting instructor, used
the Classroom Assessment Quality Circle (Cottell,
1991). This technique was originally adapted from

The One-Word Journals

industry where production-line employees work

An English instructor who taught a literature

closely with managers to identify and solve production problems. Members of the circle were elected
from a group of volunteers in a large class. Students
were encouraged to express any course-related suggestions to the representatives. To make the assess-

course for majors was dissatisfied with her students'

ment as frank as possible, Cottell assured the students that he would not request, and that Quality
Control Circle representatives would not reveal,
any names of those who commented to the Circle.
Cottell met frequently with the Quality Control
Circle throughout the semester. The information
he got enabled him to make rapid adjustments in his
teaching. In addition to providing Professor Cottell
with information on his teaching, the Quality Circle
serves as a opportunity to practice a business application.

lilatIldelliaLiaLTAChIlit111e
(Crosz and Angelo, 1988, pp. 90-93)

An instructor who teaches a large elective aerobics
class was concerned about the high dropout rate and
absenteeism in her class. She had tried to change
the class in various ways over the years hoping to
find a solution to the problem. Nothing worked out
Math 1093

superficial reading of assigned texts. In order to
assess the students' skill at reading for meaning,
she modified a technique called the One-Word Journal (Angelo, 1991, p. 22).

When she assigned short readings such as poems or

short stories, she asked her students to come up
with a single word they felt would best summarize
the assigned reading. The students were also expected to write one page or less explaining why the
individual words were appropriate for summarizing
the reading. Credit was assigned for the summaries
depending on the completeness and quality of the

responses. The one word and the accompanying
summary helped the instructor get a sense of the
students' depth of reading and the quality of explanation. She discussed the journal entries in class to
let students exchange opinions on the words chosen

and convince one another of the justification of
choosing the words. This technique not only provided the instructor with information on how well
students were reading, but also made it possible for
the instructor to teach students about the development of criteria for quality in literary criticism.
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Classroom Assessment Guidelines
Although CATS have been described at a number of

different levels of formality and are very flexible,
faculty should be careful as they decide to change
their teaching style. Cottell (1991) has suggested a
few guidelines for professors who are considering a
change.
1. Be careful about data collection. You may ask
students for evidence of what, how, and how well
they are learning. But surely, you wouldn't ask all
of the questions. Adapt appropriate CATs to help
you collect your assessment data. Be careful not to
collect so much data that it is useless. You don't

sponses count. Sharing the feedback makes the
students aware that instructors are interested in
changing their teaching. Reporting back the responses may be the opening of clarification.
4.

of understanding in the class. Don't assume that
learning will take place the second time, especially
if it didn't happen the first time.
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